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A GENERAL PRINCIPLE OF FIXED POINT ITERATIONS
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During the past three decades, there have appeared a number of results
on iteration schemes which converge to fixed points of subsets of Banach
spaces. In this paper, we show that certain type of asymptotic regularity of
a sequence implies its convergence, and obtain a general method of finding
iteration schemes converging to a fixed point of a continuous selfmap of a
compact interval. Our method unifies and extends known ones of Mann [9J,
Franks and Marzec [6J, and Rhoades [13J, [14J, [15J. Finally, we indicate
some new applications to closed convex subsets of the Hilbert cube Ho.
We begin with general observations.
PROPOSITION 1. Let f be a selfmap of a metric space X.
exists a sequence {xn} in X such that
(i) a subsequence {xnJ converges to some pEX, and
(ii) d(x m X n +1) ~ 0 as n ~ 00.
Then Xni +1 ~ fp iff p=fp.

Suppose there

Proof· Since (ii) implies d(Xni' Xni +1) ~ 0, if X ni ~ P and Xni +1 ~ q, we
must have p=q. Conversely, d(Xni+h p) ~ d(Xni+h x ni ) +d(xni , p) shows that
Xni +1

~

p=fp.

COROLLARY 1. 1. Let f

be a continuous selfmap of a metric space X.
Suppose there exists a subsequence {xnJ of a sequence {xn} in X and a point
pEX such that Xni ~ P and x ni 11 ~ fp. Then either d(x m Xn+1) ~ 0 or
d(x m fXn) ~ 0 implies p=fp.
Proof. The first case follows clearly from Proposition 1. For the second,
since f is continuous, we have f Xni ~ fp. Then Xni +1 ~ fp implies
d(Xni' Xni +1) ~d(Xni' fXn) +d(fxni ,

~

0
by assumption. Now the conclusion follows from Proposition 1.
X ni +1)

A selfmap f of a metric space X is said to be asymptotically regular at
xEX if d(fn+1 x , fn x ) ~ 0 as n ~ 00 [2J.
Received October 20, 1980.
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1.2. (EdeIstein-O'Brien [5J) If f is a continuous selfmap of
a metric space X and asymptotically regular at an xEX, then any cluster point
of {fnx} is a fixed point of f.
CoROLLARY

CoROLLARY 1. 3. (Belluce-Kirk [IJ) If f is a continuous compact selfmap
of a metric space X and asymptotically regular at an xEX, then f has a
fixed point.

In Corollaries 1. 2 and 1. 3, {{nx} does not necessarily converge to a fixed
point of f.
PROPOSITION 2. Let f be a selfmap of a metric space X.
exists a sequence {x n} in X such that
(i) a subsequence {.i nj } converges to some pEX, and
(ii) d(xn+hP) ~d(xn,P) for all n.
Then Xnj+l ~ fp iff Xn ~ P and p fp.

Suppose there

Proof. For any n, there exists an ni such that nj';(;,n<ni+l. By (ii), we
have d(xnj+l'p)~d(xmp)~d(xnj'P)' which implies Xn~P and d(xn+hxll)
~ O. Now X llj +l ~ fp iff P fp by Proposition l.

A selfmap f of a metric space X is said to be quasi-nonexpansive provided
that pEX and p-fp implies d(fx, p) ";;;'d(x, p) for any xEX [3J.
CoROLLARY 2. 1. Let f be a continuous quasi-nonexpansive selfmap of a
metric space X. Suppose there exists an xEX such that {fnx} has a cluster
point pEX. Then f is asymptotically regular at x iff {fllx } converges to p
and p fp.

Hillam [7J showed that if X is a compact interval I, the quasi-nonexpansiveness in Corollary 2. 1 can be removed. See Corollary 3. 2 below.
COROLLARY 2. 2. Let f be a continuous quasi-nonexpansive selfmap of L
Then for any tE (0,1) and xEI, {ftnx} converges to a fixed point of f,
where ftx= (l-t)x+t(fx).

Proof. It is well-known that ft : I ~ I is asymptotically regular (see Petryshyn-Williamson [nJ, or more generally, Dotson [4J).

For a compact interval I=[a, bJ, Corollaries 2.1 and 1. 3 can be strengthend as follows:
1. Let f be a continuous selfmap of I, and {x n}, {Yn} sequences
in I such that YnExn(fxll) and x n+lExll (fYn) for all nEw.
(1) If X n-YII ~ 0, then X II - Xn+l ~ 0 iff {xn} converges.
(2) x n-fxll ~ 0 iff {x n} converges to a fixed point of f.
THEOREM
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In Theorem 1, - - denotes the closed interval joining two points.
Proof. Clearly Xn-Xn+1 --. 0 if {xnl converges. Conversely, assume Xn-Yn
--. 0 and Xn-Xn+1 If Xn=Xn+1 except a finite number of n, then already
{xnl converges; otherwise by eliminating such xn+/s we obtain a subsequence {xnJ such that xni*xni+l for all i. Therefore, we may assume that
Xn*Xn+1 if xn*fYn and that 1=[0,1]. Now suppose that {xnl does not
converge. Since 1 is compact, {xnl has at least two cluster points ';1 and
';2,';1<';2' We claim thatfx=x for any xE(';h~2). Pick any X*E(';1o';2).
If fx*>x*, then by the continuity of f there exists a 0 in (0, (X*-';l) /2)
such that fx>x for all x satisfying Ix-x* I<0, that is, Ixn-x* I <0 implies
f x n> x n. Since';2 is a cluster point {xnl, there exists an integer N such
that XN>X*, IX n-Ynl<0/2 and IX n -Xn+11<0/2 for all n;;::N. If XN;;::X*+
0/2, then XN+1>XN-0/2;;::X*. If xN<x*+0/2, then fXN>XN, so that
fXN;;::YN;;::XN>X*, Also YN<XN+O/2 so that IYN-X* I <0, and hence fYN
>YN. This shows that XN+1;;::YN;;::XN, that is, XN+l>XN by assumption.
Now by induction, each xn>x* for n;;::N, contradicting that ';1 is a cluster
point. In case fx*<x*, an analogous argument leads also a contradiction.
Therefore fx*=x* for all x*E (';1> c;2). Now note that xnff. (';10 c;2) for all
n, otherwise {x n1 converges since Xn fXn=Yn fYn=x n+1 by hypothesis.
Therefore, if XM;;::';2 for some integer M, then Xn ;;::';2>';1 for all n;;::M,

o.

and ~1 is not a cluster point. If XM~';h ';2 is not a cluster point. This
completes our proof of the first part. Now the second part follows from
Proposition 1 and the first part.
Note that Theorem 1 also holds for a continuous bounded selfmap of the
real line.
CoROLLARY 3.1. Let f be a continuous setfmap of 1, and {xnl a sequence
in 1 such that Xn+1Exn(fx n) [resp. Xn+1Exn(f Px n ) for some given integer
p;;::1] for all nEw. Then
(1) Xn - Xn+1 --. 0 iff {xnl converges, and
(2) xn-fxn - 0 [resp. xn-fPxn - OJ iff {xnl converges to a fixed point
of f [resp. to a periodic point of order p].

Note that, in Corollary 3.1, X n-Xn+1 - 0 does not imply that {xnl converges to a fixed point. For example, let 1=[0, 1J, fx=l for all xE1,
and x n =1/2 - 1/ (n+ 1).
CoROLLARY 3.2. (Hillam [7J) Let f be a continuous selfmap of 1.
Then
f is asymptotically regular at xEX iff {fnxl converges to a fixed point
of f.
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In view of Theorem 1(2) or Corollary 3.1(2), we have a general method
of finding a fixed point of a continuous selfmap f of I. For example, let
us begin with any xoE1. If Xo fxo, we are done. Choose a point Xl in
xo(fxo) such that X1*XO. Continuing this process, after choosing x"' choose
a point X"+lEx"Cfx,,) such that x"+l*fx". If we could choose {x,,} such that
xn-fxn --+ 0, then {x,,} converges to a fixed point of f. One of the general
methods of finding such sequence is known as the Mann iterative process
using regular infinite matrices [9J. Such method will be useful to locate
zeros of an eqation (e. g., Newton's method) or coincidence points of two
functions by using computer with suitable plOgramming.
We list some known results which are consequences of our method. Some
of them also give elementary and constructive proofs of the Brouwer fixed
point theorem for I-dimensional case.
(I) (Mann [9J and Franks-Marzec [6J) Let f be a continuous selfmap
of 1. Then the sequence {x,,} in l=[a, bJ given by the following iteration
scheme converges to a fixed point of f :

.

xo=xoEI, Xn+1 fx", X,,= L; xdn.
k=l

For, x"+1-x,,=(fx,,-x,,)/(n+I)~(b-a)/(n+1)--+O and by using the
regularity of the Cesaro matrix, we can show that x"-fx,, --+ 0 [9J. Now use
Corollary 3. l.
(ll) (Rhoades [13J) Given a continuous selfmap of I, the sequence {x,,}
defined by the following iteration scheme converges to a fixed point of f:
"
xo=xoEI, x"+l-fx", x,,=L; a"iik>
k=l

where a"o>O, a"k~O for k>O, L;k=O a"k=I, L;:=1 a",,=OO,
n

--+

and a"" --+ 0 as

00.

Note that

x"Cfx,,) and that
X"+l- x ,,=a"+h"+l(fx,,-x,,) ~a"+h"+l(b-a) --+ 0

X"+lE

implies x" --+ pE I by Corollary 3. 1 (1). However, the matrix A = (a"k) IS
regular, hence xn-fxn --+ 0 [13].
Similar iteration schemes have· been defined by Reinermann [12J, Outlaw
and Groetsch [10J, and Dotson [4].
(Ill) CRhoades [14J) Given a continuous nondecreasing selfmap f of I,
the sequence {x,,} obtained by the following iteration scheme converges to
a fixed point of f:
xoEI,

Xn+l= (l-c")x"+c,,fx,,,
00

where co=l,

O~c,,~I,

and L; c,,=oo.
3=1

nEm,
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Note that Xn+IEXn(fx n). If xo~fxo, we are done. If xo<fxo, by induction we know that {xn} is nondecreasing, and if xo>fxo, {x n} is nonincreasing. Therefore, {x n} converges. As in (ll), the iteration scheme is
regular, and Corollary 3. 1 works.
(IV) (Rhoades [15J) Given a continuous selfmap f

of I,

the sequence

{x n} given by the following iteration scheme converges to a fixed point of f:
xoEI, Yn={3nfx n+ (I -{3n)x n, xn+l=anfYn+ (l-a n)xn,
where an. f3n E [O, IJ, an~O, {3n~O as n~OO, and Zan=oo.
Note that YnEXn(fx n), Xn+IExn(fYn), Xn-Yn ~ 0 since f3n~O, and Xn-Xn+1
~ 0 since an~O. Therefore, Xn~ pEI by Theorem 1(1). In fact, we have
p-fp [15J.

The above scheme is due to Ishikawa [8].
In general, Theorem 1 does not hold for higher dimensions. See an
example in [13].
Finally, consider a continuous selfmap f of a closed convex subset X of
the Hilbert cube Ho satisfying
(*) there exists a sequence of continuous maps fn : I ~ I such that
f(x l, x 2, .. -) = (fIX I, f2 X2 , ...)
for all x= (xl, x 2, ...) EHo•
THEOREM 2. For a continuous selfmap f of X satisfying the condition (*),
the I in Theorem 1 can be replaced by X without affecting the conclusion.

Proof. Let Pri be the i-th projection. The conditions Xn-Yn ~ 0 and
Xn- Xn+l -+ 0 imply xnj - Yn j -+ 0 and xnj - xjn+l ~ 0 for each j;;;:' 1. Since Yn j E
xnj(fxn)j=xnj(fjxnj), Xn+ljExnj(fjYn j ) and fj can be considered as a continuous selfmap of the compact interval Prj X, {xnj} converges to some
pjEPrj X, by Theorem 1(1). Let P j denote the projection of Ho onto a

j-dimensional subspace given by
Pj(x 1, x 2, ...) = (xl, x 2, "', xj, 0, 0, ...).
Let p=(pl,p2, ... )EHo. Since p=limjPj(p) and limnPj(xn)=Pj(p), we

have
p=limj Pj(p) =limj lim n Pj(xn) =limn limj Pj(xn) =lim n Xn'
This completes the proof of the essential part.
In view of Theorem 2, for a map satisfying the condition (*), the I in
Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 can be replaced by X without affecting their conclusions.
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